SET 5
Complete the gaps with the correct preposition.
1. That headteacher doesn't treat his employees and students ............... respect.
2. The man who has planted a bomb ............... the centre of our town is ...............
trial today.
3. Dr Jones is ............... duty, you will be able to contact him tomorrow.
4. Before the managers came ............... with a decent idea ............... the project,
they had spent ............... two days discussing the feasible concepts.
5. Before the move my family were forced to get rid ............... many souvenirs
............... the past.
6. Instead ............... sunbathing on a sandy beach we ended ............... stranded
............... the airport waiting ............... someone to inform us about our plane.
7. The climbers almost froze ............... death when they had to spend the whole
night ............... the mountains without proper equipment.
8. The wind was so strong that it blew ............... a tree ............... our garden.
9. Despite the fact that Mary still hasn't got ............... her illness, she wants to
return to work.
10. My cousin is bearable ............... small doses, but when he stays ............... us for
too long he is very tiring.
11. Other children in the kindergarten make fun ............... small Joey and that gets
her really ............... .
12. My grandma was shocked when it turned ............... that her younger brother
survived the war.
13. I think you will definitely benefit ............... the scholarship offered to you.
14. The survey suggests that ............... average people prefer spending holiday with
family than ............... their own.
15. I suggest doing some voluntary work ............... a local charity.
16. Peter has always been compared ............... his elder brother which resulted
............... his low self-esteem.
17. Nobody is ............... fault ............... what has happened.
18. After almost ten years of constant use my favourite trainers simply fell
............... .
19. It’s difficult for me to put ............... with noisy music that my neighbours play at
night.
20. The findings in this cave date back ............... the ancient times which might be
the biggest discovery ............... the decade.
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SET 5
Complete the gaps with the correct preposition.

1. That headteacher doesn't treat his employees and students with respect.
2. The man who has planted a bomb in the centre of our town is on trial today.
3. Dr Jones is off duty, you will be able to contact him tomorrow.
4. Before the managers came up with a decent idea for the project, they had
spent over two days discussing the feasible concepts.
5. Before the move my family were forced to get rid of many souvenirs from the
past.
6. Instead of sunbathing on a sandy beach we ended up stranded at the airport
waiting for someone to inform us about our plane.
7. The climbers almost froze to death when they had to spend the whole night in
the mountains without proper equipment.
8. The wind was so strong that it blew down a tree in our garden.
9. Despite the fact that Mary still hasn't got over her illness, she wants to return
to work.
10. My cousin is bearable in small doses, but when he stays with us for too long he
is very tiring.
11. Other children in the kindergarten make fun of small Joey and that gets her
really down.
12. My grandma was shocked when it turned out that her younger brother
survived the war.
13. I think you will definitely benefit from the scholarship offered to you.
14. The survey suggests that on average people prefer spending holiday with
family than on their own.
15. I suggest doing some voluntary work for a local charity.
16. Peter has always been compared to his elder brother which resulted in his low
self-esteem.
17. Nobody is at fault for what has happened.
18. After almost ten years of constant use my favourite trainers simply fell apart.
19. It’s difficult for me to put up with noisy music that my neighbours play at night.
20. The findings in this cave date back to the ancient times which might be the
biggest discovery of the decade.
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Speaking practice
SET 5
1. Have you ever considered doing voluntary work ............... a local charity?
2. What kind of behaviour is difficult for you to put ............... with?
3. Should parents compare siblings ............... one another?
4. What's the last thing that you got rid ............... ? Why?
5. Is it easy for you to come ............... with different ideas and solutions at work /
school / home?
6. What should one do to get ............... a serious illness quickly?
7. How can parents / teachers help children who are made fun ............... ?
8. Have you ever had an item of clothing that fell ............... because you used it so
often?

SET 6
1. Have you ever been ............... a diet?
2. What are the good and bad sides of working ............... a school / work project
in a team?
3. Do you get ............... well or badly with your neighbours?
4. Do you agree that people shouldn’t be afraid ............... making mistakes?
5. Who do you rely ...............? Why?
6. Do you prefer paying ............... cash to paying by credit card?
7. Are you allergic ............... anything? Do you suffer ............... hay fever?
8. What helps you to be happy ............... a daily basis?
9. Have you ever been envious ............... something or somebody?
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Speaking practice
SET 5
1. Have you ever considered doing voluntary work for a local charity?
2. What kind of behaviour is difficult for you to put up with?
3. Should parents compare siblings to one another?
4. What's the last thing that you got rid of? Why?
5. Is it easy for you to come up with different ideas and solutions at work /
school / home?
6. What should one do to get over a serious illness quickly?
7. How can parents / teachers help children who are made fun of?
8. Have you ever had an item of clothing that fell apart because you used it so
often?

SET 6
1. Have you ever been on a diet?
2. What are the good and bad sides of working on a school / work project in a
team?
3. Do you get on well or badly with your neighbours?
4. Do you agree that people shouldn’t be afraid of making mistakes?
5. Who do you rely on? Why?
6. Do you prefer paying in cash to paying by credit card?
7. Are you allergic to anything? Do you suffer from hay fever?
8. What helps you to be happy on a daily basis?
9. Have you ever been envious of something or somebody?
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